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TL;DR*
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CMS has a broad program of long-lived (LL) searches that complements other 
experiments 

Limited experimental personpower means it’s crucial to prioritize and optimize our 
interpretation-related efforts 

More communication could help identify gaps and improve coverage
• between LL analysis groups within an experiment 
• between LL and “prompt” analysis groups in an experiment 
• between experiments 
• between experimentalists and theorists 

Timing of communication is key (early and often) 

It’s nontrivial to effectively distribute (re)interpretation-related information 

Long-lived searches face many challenges; input from the wider community could help

*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Too_long;_didn't_read

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Too_long;_didn't_read
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CMS has a broad, growing LL program
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Final state targeted 7 TeV 8 TeV
1 displaced SF dilepton pairs 1211.2472 1411.6977
2 displaced μ-μ pairs in muon system 2005761
3 displaced e-μ pairs 1409.4789
4 displaced μ-μ pairs (dark photons) 1506.00424
5 displaced photons using ECAL timing 1212.1838 2063495
6 displaced photons using conversions 1207.0627 2019862
7 displaced vertices to appear
8 displaced dijets 1411.6530
9 short, highly ionizing disappearing tracks thesis

10 disappearing tracks 1411.6006
11 kinked tracks thesis
12 fractionally charged particles 1210.2311 1305.0491
13 heavy stable charged particles (HSCP) 1205.0272 1305.0491
14 stopped particles 1207.0106 1501.05603
15 out of time muons thesis

13 TeV HSCP: 2114818

As signature-driven searches, 
interpretation is not the primary 
focus; we avoid optimizing to a 
particular benchmark model 

We’re in a discovery phase of 
LHC data-taking; background-
free searches should be done 
quickly 

As a result, “in-house” recasting 
and exporting of recasting 
inputs have been relatively rare

direct searches
indirect searches

http://arxiv.org/abs/1211.2472
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.6977
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2005761
http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4789
http://arxiv.org/abs/1506.00424
http://arxiv.org/abs/1212.1838
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2063495
http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.0627
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2019862
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.6530
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.6006
http://arxiv.org/abs/1210.2311
http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.0491
http://arxiv.org/abs/1205.0272
http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.0491
http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.0106
http://arxiv.org/abs/1501.05603
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2114818
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Direct comparison within CMS is not easily achievable
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CMS long-lived particle searches, lifetime exclusions at 95% CL

T. Kolberg

This plot is good for 
showing the range of 

lifetimes targeted

Exclusion comparison possibilities:
1. Lifetime exclusions for given mass (different models) 
2. Mass exclusions for chosen lifetime (different models) 
3. Exclusions in lifetime vs. mass plane (requires same model) 
4. Exclusions in cross-section vs. lifetime plane (requires same model) 
All choices have strengths/weaknesses

 Simplified models would be very helpful, e.g. t→t+MET gives leptons and jets

Most analyses only 
consider a single, 

independently chosen 
signal model 

Makes for an apples to 
onions comparison  

(some analyses look 
artificially good/bad)

~
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Finding the gaps requires including prompt searches
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FIG. 8: Recast constraints on displaced t̃ ! t(⇤)G̃ in general GMSB. Colored bands indicate ac-

ceptance variations up/down by 1.5. The dot-dashed lines indicate contours of the SUSY-breaking

scale
p
F . Prompt limits (gray) are derived from [90, 91]. They are conservatively cut o↵ at 1 mm.

corroborating coverage is provided by the leptonic searches over much of the excluded region.

Adding in the prompt searches [90, 91], which likely give unbroken coverage between 100 GeV

and 670 GeV,14 we infer that GMSB stops of any lifetime are excluded below about 500 GeV.

For lifetimes at the cm-scale, exclusions extend beyond 700 GeV, and, as noted before, out

to about 900 GeV for lifetimes longer than O(10 m). (For other estimates of displaced stop

exclusions in GMSB, see [35].)

Finally for GMSB, we consider Higgsino multiplet co-NLSPs. As in the RPV case

above, we assume that all Higgsino states are nearby to one another (split by no more

than O(10 GeV)), with heavier states decaying promptly. The lightest Higgsino will pref-

14 The prompt searches face some subtleties. On the one hand, for stop masses well above mt, existing

searches for t̃ ! t�̃0 with massless neutralino should o↵er identical coverage. On the other hand, the decay

kinematics near or below mt can be significantly di↵erent than the corresponding decays to neutralinos.

The expectation is that the GMSB limits there should be much stronger than the nominal limits, and

not subject to the usual sensitivity gap with a compressed spectrum [92]. The major exception is a

mostly-t̃L stop, for which spin e↵ects would reshape the 6ET -sensitive distributions and weaken the limits

in searches with semileptonic decays. Without recasting the most recent searches, it is not possible to

precisely delineate this gap, though the results of [92] suggest that it may be several 10’s of GeV wide,

centered in the vicinity of 200 GeV. Since the displaced searches are not designed to cut on 6ET -sensitive

tails, we do not expect such spin e↵ects to be significant there.

27

Figure 2. 95% CL exclusion curves for stop decays to a bottom quark and a charged lepton. In
the upper left plot we show t̃ ! be+, in the upper right plot t̃ ! bµ+, and in the bottom

plot we have t̃ ! b⌧+. While all displaced searches of ATLAS [28] and CMS [29] have been recast,
we only display the curves yielding the strongest constraints. Stable searches for HSCPs [33] were
recast for an unstable R-hadron. The prompt searches here correspond to leptoquark searches at
the Tevatron and LHC [35–43].
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Figure 3. 95% CL exclusion curves for stop decays to an up-type quark and a neutrino. In the left

plot we have t̃ ! t⌫ and in the right plot t̃ ! c⌫. While all displaced searches of ATLAS [28] and
CMS [29] have been recast, we only display the curves yielding the strongest constraints. Stable
searches for HSCPs [33] were recast for an unstable R-hadron. The prompt searches here correspond
to the R-parity conserving supersymmetric searches [3, 4, 44, 50, 51]

– 8 –

1503.05923 1505.00784

In principle, it’s straightforward for 
“prompt” analysts to run over LL signal 
samples, communication is the key 

One example from CMS: γ+MET search, 
limits set on long-lived neutralino model 
(1507.00359)

Theorists have room 
for improvement  
in this area as well 
(note gray boxes for 
prompt searches)

Examples of LHC LL recasting by theorists

prompt search(es)
displaced search(es)

or ?
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.05923
http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.00784
http://arxiv.org/abs/1507.00359
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Materials for recasting should be produced early
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34 5 Track reconstruction performance

The CMS tracker is capable of reconstructing highly displaced tracks, such as pions from K0

decay, or particles produced in nuclear interactions and photon conversions. This is very use-
ful for studies of B physics, photon reconstruction, and for improving energy resolution for
particle-flow reconstruction [3]. This capability also makes it possible to search for signatures
of new phenomena, such as new long-lived particles that decay with displaced tracks. Re-
construction of displaced tracks is carried out in Iterations 3–5 of the 6-step iterative tracking
scheme described in Section 4. Charged particles originating outside the pixel detector can also
be reconstructed. The efficiency for reconstructing this kind of charged particle as a function of
the radius of its point of production is shown in Fig. 12 for tt events.
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Figure 12: Cumulative contributions to the overall tracking performance from the six iterations
in track reconstruction. The tracking efficiency for simulated tt events is shown as a function
of transverse distance (r) from the beam axis to the production point of each particle, for tracks
with pT > 0.9 GeV and |�| < 2.5, transverse (longitudinal) impact parameter <60 (30) cm. The
reconstructed tracks are required to pass the high-purity quality requirements.

5.1.3 Efficiency estimated from data

A “tag-and-probe” method [47, 48] allows an extraction of muon tracking efficiency directly
from decays of known resonances. For example, Z ⇥ µ+µ� candidates are reconstructed us-
ing pairs of oppositely charged muons identified in the muon chambers. Each Z candidate
must have one tag muon, meaning that it is reconstructed in both the tracker and muon cham-
bers, and one probe muon, meaning that it is reconstructed just in the muon chambers, with no
requirement on the tracker. The invariant mass of each µ+µ� candidate is required to be within
the 50–130 GeV range, around the 91 GeV mass of the Z boson [46].

For both data and simulated events, the tracking efficiency can be estimated as the fraction of
the probe muons in Z ⇥ µ+µ� events that can be associated with a track reconstructed in the
tracker. A correction must be made for the fact that some of the probe muons are not genuine.
This correction is obtained by fitting the dilepton mass spectrum in order to subtract the non-
resonant background, since only genuine dimuons will contribute to the resonant peak. This

1405.6569

our model

10 6 Systematic uncertainties affecting the signal

of their impact parameters. The results are compared with those obtained by embedding tracks
from simulated cosmic events in simulated pp collisions. The same procedure described at the
end of the preceding paragraph is applied, and leads us to conclude that the efficiency per can-
didate has an additional systematic uncertainty, related to the track reconstruction efficiency in
a high hit density environment, of 3.5%.

A third method [9] uses charged pions from K0
S decay to establish that the track reconstruc-

tion efficiency is simulated with a relative systematic uncertainty of 5%. Since this method
is mainly sensitive to the track reconstruction efficiency of low-pT hadrons in jets, it is used
only to provide additional reassurance that the displaced track reconstruction efficiency is well
modelled.

These methods do not explicitly measure the track reconstruction efficiency for electrons, where
an additional systematic uncertainty must be considered. Simulation studies indicate that the
track reconstruction efficiency for electrons is about 78% that of muons, where the difference
arises from the emission of bremsstrahlung. The material budget of the tracker is modelled in
simulation to an accuracy of <10% [24]. Since the amount of bremsstrahlung should be pro-
portional to the amount of material in the tracker, this implies a corresponding relative uncer-
tainty in the difference between the track reconstruction efficiencies for electrons and muons.
This leads to a bremsstrahlung-related relative uncertainty in the tracking efficiency for elec-
trons of 0.22 ⇥ 10%/(1 � 0.22) = 2.9%, where the denominator arises because this uncertainty
is measured relative to the tracking efficiency for electrons, not muons. The corresponding
systematic uncertainty for the dielectron candidates, which have two tracks, is twice as large,
namely 5.8%.
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Figure 3: Efficiency to find a track in the tracker, measured using cosmic ray muons recon-
structed in the muon detectors, as a function of the transverse (left) and longitudinal (right)
impact parameters (relative to the nominal interaction point of CMS). The efficiency is plotted
in bins of 2 cm width. For the left plot, the longitudinal impact parameter |z0| is required to
be less than 10 cm, and for the right plot, the transverse impact parameter |d0| must be less
than 4 cm. The bottom panels show the ratio of the efficiency in data to that in simulation. The
uncertainties in the simulation are smaller than the size of the markers and are not visible.

1411.6977

our model

×  linearly-falling inefficiency vs Lz (to 55 cm)
B. Tweedie

Recasting inputs are only useful if they’re 
available when recasting is happening 

Displaced e-μ (1409.4789) analysts produced 
lepton flavor-specific efficiency curves as part 
of final result

Theorists recast preliminary result  
(~1 year earlier) using information gathered 
from various other sources:  
7 TeV tracking performance paper +  
SF displaced dilepton search +  
ad hoc linear model 

Earlier communication between 
experimentalists and theorists 
could improve recasting accuracy 
and reduce the effort required

http://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4789
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It’s challenging to effectively communicate our results
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http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/view/ins1317640
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Example 2: 
Analysts export bin contents 
of public plots into HEPData; 
theorists use pdf parser 
instead, e.g. WebPlotDigitizer
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Example 1: 
SUSY group, HSCP, and disappearing tracks search produced 
separate pMSSM recasts 
It’s good that we performed recasts for multiple signatures onto a 
single model, but there are some limitations: 
1. Sensitivity of prompt searches to long-lived scenarios unknown 
2. Potential duplication of effort having 3 recast efforts instead of 1 
3. Because of differing timelines, recast comparison was not 

included in any published document

http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/view/ins1317640
http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO13006
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Long-lived searches face many unique challenges
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1. We often choose selections that reduce sensitivity to models we weren’t considering 

2. It’s hard to know what material in what format is most useful for recasting 

3. Developing trigger strategies is especially difficult 

4. It’s hard to know how recasting efforts should be divided between theorists and 
experimentalists 

On all of these issues, we would benefit from input from the wider LL community
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We should be planning for the future
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We want to take full advantage of CMS upgrades for HL-LHC
• High granularity calorimetry 
• Precise timing detectors 
• Increased forward tracking acceptance 

We want to retain sensitivity to LLPs at HL-LHC
• Ability to measure energy loss in tracker 
• Track trigger acceptance for displaced tracks
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Fin
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